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Venice 500 semi-inset basin
Venice 750 cabinet
in Satin White with Caesarstone® 
Sleek Concrete bench top

Cover
Venice 450 pedestal basin
Venice 450 box frame mirror
in Mali Wenge

Fusing quality and innovative design, the 
Omvivo collection for Reece offers luxury 
products for today’s modern bathroom.



Venice 500 basin
Venice 1200 cabinet
in Arlington Oak with Caesarstone® 
Snow bench top 
Venice 1200 box frame mirror
in Arlington Oak
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VENICE
The Venice collection 
balances modern 
symmetry and classical 
beauty. 

Demonstrating organic 
flowing forms in unison 
with timeless finishes 
and styling, the Venice 
collection embodies 
contemporary luxury. 



Venice 500 basin
Venice 750 cabinet
in Mali Wenge
Venice 450 box frame mirror
in Mali Wenge

Venice 500 semi-inset basin
Venice 1000 cabinet
in Arlington Oak with Caesarstone® 
Sleek Concrete bench top 
Venice 1000 box frame mirror
in Arlington Oak
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Venice 700 basin
Venice 1200 cabinet 
in Mali Wenge with 
Caesarstone® Sleek Concrete 
bench top
Venice 450 box frame 
mirror
in Mali Wenge
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Venice 450 basins
Venice 1500 double vanity 
in satin White with 
Caesarstone® Sleek Concrete
bench top

Venice 450 pedestal basin
with Softskin Black 
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Villa 430 round basin
in Cove Grey solid surface

VILLA
Taking inspiration from 
exotic locations around the 
globe, Villa evokes a tranquil, 
refined sentiment.
The beautiful organic palette 
and contemporary profiles 
add true luxury resort style to 
the bathroom. 
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Villa 600 basin with shelf
in White Haven solid surface
Venice 1200 box frame mirror
in Mali Wenge

Villa 550 oval basin
in White Haven solid surface
Venice 450 box frame mirror
in Mali Wenge

Villa 430 basin
in White Haven solid surface
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Villa 550 oval basin
in Cove Grey solid surface
Venice 1200 cabinet
in Arlington Oak
Venice 1200 box frame mirror
in Arlington Oak
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Villa 1725 freestanding bath
in White Haven solid surface

Villa 430 basin
in White Haven solid surface
Venice 1500 cabinet
in Arlington Oak with 
Caesarstone® Fresh Concrete 
bench top
Venice 450 box frame mirror
in Arlington Oak
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Villa 600 basin with shelf
in Cove Grey solid surface 
Villa 1725 freestanding bath 
in Cove Grey solid surface*Furniture & accessories are for inspiration purposes only
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NEO

Neo combines 
function with 
exclusive, 
uncomplicated 
design. Strongly 
influenced by 
the needs of 
the modern 
family, Neo is a 
contemporary, 
highly adaptable 
range of basins 
with superior 
quality furniture. 

Neo 1400 double basin
Neo 1400 double slimline cabinet
in Black Wenge
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Neo Mini basin
Neo Mini cabinet 
in Midnight Blue
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Neo 1000 centre basin
with solid surface white waste cap

Neo 1000 offset basin 
Neo 1000 slimline cabinet
in satin white

Neo 700 offset basin 
Neo 700 slimline cabinet
in Black Wenge
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Neo 1000 centre basin
Neo 1000 cabinet
in satin white
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Neo 700 basin
Neo 700 slimline cabinet
in Maison Oak
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Linea 1600 double Washplane®
in Dawn solid surface 



Venice 500 Semi Inset Venice 700

Venice 500

Venice 450 Venice 450 Pedestal

Villa 430 round Villa 550 oval

Villa 600 with shelf

Arlington Oak
Mali Wenge
White satin thermofoil

Arlington Oak
Mali Wenge

White Haven solid surface
Cove Grey solid surface
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Select any Caesarstone® Deluxe colour. Custom Caesarstone® finishes also 
available, enquire with your Reece sales consultant   

Caesarstone® 
Snow™

Caesarstone® 
Sleek Concrete™

Arlington OakMali Wenge

Caesarstone®, a world leader in composite stone 
material created from high levels of quarts (approx 93% 
Quartz aggregates) and resin, offers an attractive natural 
stone look. Caesarstone® has a relatively consistent 
finish, is extremely durable and does not require ongoing 
sealing like natural stone.

Omvivo source quality finishes, that are not only durable 
but ecologically advanced for their furniture designs. 
Omvivo’s laminates are selected for their quality, texture 
and beautiful warm timber tones. 
Omvivo’s Thermofoil finish (superior quality vinyl) is a 
durable material that’s very simple to clean and maintain, 
has an elegant satin finish and combines contemporary 
clean edges with strong sharp lines.

Softskin is a finish that provides a unique two tone 
effect available in a range of colours. With it’s soft tactile 
surface, Softskin is a contemporary and playful way of 
introducing colour and contrast into your bathroom.

Solid surface 
white

Solid surface 
white waste cap

Omvivo’s solid surface finishes have a wonderful 
smooth matt surface that is hard wearing, durable and 
easy to maintain, ideal for residential and commercial 
applications. Omvivo solid surface is non-porous making 
it extremely stain resistant, scratches and marks can 
be cleaned or buffed out and in some cases it’s even 
repairable when damaged. 

The Venice collection offers sculptural basins in solid 
surface. All basins are available with Softskin colour 
options. Each basin is supplied with polished chrome 
pop up plug and waste. Solid surface white waste cap 
sold separately.

Designed and made in Australia, the Venice cabinets 
and mirrors include innovative features and hardware for 
sturdy and simple installation.
The cabinets feature push to open drawers with divider 
insert and compact pvc p trap for plumbing.

The Villa family has 3 styles of basin designed to bench 
mounted, in 2 organic finishes. The 600 basin with shelf 
can be installed with the shelf on the right or left hand 
side. Each basin is supplied with a waste with matching 
solid surface plug.

The generous proportions of the Villa freestanding bath 
provides a relaxing and sumptuous bathing experience. 
The organic finishes and elegant profile will make any 
bathroom feel like a five star luxury resort. Villa baths have 
an overflow for peace of mind and are supplied with a 
matching solid surface pop up plug and waste. 

Blush

Gentian Blue Charcoal

Custom colours also available

Emerald Green

Black
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Arlington Oak

Arlington Oak White satin 
thermofoil

Mali Wenge

Mali Wenge
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Knurled Bar
satin brass

Square
matt black

Quad
polished chrome

Rectangle
polished chrome

Midnight Blue
thermofoil

Black WengeMaison Oak White satin 
thermofoil

Grey Linen

The selection of clean modern Neo basins offers flexible 
dimension options and configuration to suit small powder 
rooms through to large family bathrooms. Neo basins can 
be wall mounted or partnered with cabinetry. The Neo 
mini, 700 and 1000 offset basins can be ordered with left 
or right hand bowl and each Neo basin has an overflow. 
Created in solid surface and available with Softskin 
options, the Neo basins can be ordered with or without a 
tap hole and are supplied with a polished chrome pop up 
plug and waste and wall basin fixings bolts. Solid surface 
white waste cap sold separately.  

Neo cabinets are available in a range of sizes to suit the 
Neo basins. Sleek drawers with soft close mechanisms 
are partnered with an internal adjustable shelf (excluding 
slimline) offering ample storage with clean and 
uncomplicated appearance. 

Maison Oak
Black Wenge
White satin thermofoil
Midnight Blue satin thermofoil

White Haven solid surface
Cove Grey solid surface

Villa 1725 freestanding bath



White
solid surface

Dawn
solid surface

The Omvivo Washplane® is one of the most luxurious 
bathroom fittings available and is designed to simplify, yet 
enhance the bathroom experience.

The Washplane® is supplied with hardware and drainage 
system which is installed into a cavity wall. A 150mm wall 
outlet for a single 800mm Washplane® and a 200mm wall 
outlet for all others are recommended. Outlets that have 
a cascade style aerator, a 5-7 liters per minute capacity 
and water falling at 90 degree angle directly onto the 
Washplane® top should be used. Each Washplane® 
is designed and manufactured in Australia to superior 
standards.

The generous structure and sharp line of the Geo 
Washplane® offers strong uncomplicated design. 
Custom sizes and colour options are available.

The subtle square form of the Linea Washplane® creates 
a unique contemporary piece. Custom sizes and colour 
options are available.
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Due to limitations in the printing process the colours in this brochure are a guide and some images may be 3D renders. 
The manufacture/distributor reserves the right to vary specifications or delete models from their range without prior 
notification. The manufacturer/distributor take no responsibility for printing errors. Omvivo products enjoy a 7-15 year 
product replacement warranty - domestic use only. See www.reece.com.au/warranties for more information.

Visit any one of our 300 showrooms around Australia for all the latest products, concepts and 
inspiration to make your bathroom whatever you want it to be. And for the ultimate bathroom 
experience, go to one of our new bathroom life™ stores where you will find the biggest range of 
leading Australian and international brands

Call 1800 032 566 or visit reece.com.au for you nearest bathroom showroom.


